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Kenzo Takada "Shogun" Ink

Enhanced with Gold and Red Metallic Sheen
Kenzo Takada is recognized worldwide as one of the most famous 
creators and designers of his generation. His recognizable style 
combines multicultural inspirations with a distinct Japanese touch.

Kenzo Takada sadly passed away just as the partnership with Jacques 
Herbin, who was dear to him, had started. This ink is thus a homage to 
this exceptional man.

Creating was Kenzo Takada’s passion, a powerful drive to always bring 
beauty to the fore. The Herbin Shogun Ink by Kenzo Takada twilight-
colored ink, reminiscent of a beautiful night of stars, is coated with 
fine red and gold shimmer. The resulting hue is reminiscent of certain 
armors from the Shogun era, for which Kenzo Takada held a fine 
appreciation.
Great for fountain pens inks

• Highly saturated color with gold and red sheen

• Gift boxed

• Wide mouth 50ml glass bottle

Description Reference Min. Order  List ea.

Shogun H132/09 1 $ 34.00

350 th Anniversary Inks
Enhanced with Gold and Silver Metallic Sheen
This elegant, deep green ink features delicate flecks of both silver and 
gold pigment, creating a luxurious sheen and subtle shade variation 
as you write. Inspired by the lush plant life said to have inhabited the 
fabled continent of Atlantis, Vert Atlantide is a tribute to the brand’s 
founder, Jacques Herbin. An esteemed navigator, Herbin was believed 
to have been enthralled by the legend of this lost civilization. Vert 
Atlantide was chosen earlier this year by pen and ink aficionados 
from across the globe to commemorate the 350th anniversary of the 
Jacques Herbin brand; the oldest name in ink in the world. 

Great for fountain pens inks

• Highly saturated color with gold and silver sheen

• Gift boxed. Includes Herbin history pamphlet

• Wax seal "350" adorns bottle

• Hand-dipped wax seal cap

• Wide mouth 50ml glass bottle

Description Reference Case Pack  List ea.

Vert Atlantide  H151/39 1 $ 34.00

Precaution: Shake bottle well before filling your writing  
instrument. Frequent cleaning is recommended for  
maintaining your pen.
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